Life at The Top –
Chapter 1633
Jasper’s words caused the corners of Andy’s mouth to twitch.

He already knew that Jasper could mess up the entire Sunrise Land, so Jasper would definitely not be a simple
person.

Yet, he did not expect this guy to be so difficult.

If Jasper were to start a press conference blindly, it would be over. Sunrise Central Bank would really become
the laughing stock of the world.

It would be difficult to say what would happen to Sunrise Central Bank and Jasper if that were to happen, but
as the tool, Andy would inevitably be fired immediately.

“Jasper, do you have the courage to do that? Do you know how many people out there from all over the world
are looking for your whereabouts and how many people want you to die now? Do you still dare to hold this
press conference?” Andy asked aggressively.

“Why don’t we give it a try?” Jasper asked.

“…”

Andy gritted his teeth and stood up with great difficulty. He said, “Stay here and give me a few minutes.”

As soon as Andy left, Henry leaned over to Jasper and said, “This kid really cares about nothing. What if they
are determined not to give you back the gold?”

“It won’t be so easy.”

Jasper frowned and said, “If worse comes to worst, we’ll just give up on the gold, but it will definitely not
make them feel better.”

Henry snorted coldly and said, “How can there be such a simple thing in the world? Are we really going to
give it up if they refuse to give it back?”

“This matter is no longer something Andy can handle. Someone who can actually decide this matter will be
here soon. Let’s take this one step at a time.”

Jasper frowned slightly.

Sunrise Central Bank’s attitude was more determined and devious than he expected. If this group of people
was really determined to renege on the debt, Jasper would be powerless to stop them.

After all, they were on other people’s turf. The main reason was also that he had just deceived them. If Sunrise
Central Bank decided to go all out, no one would be able to do anything about it.

After all, this was the will of a country.

Jasper was not arrogant enough to think he could compete with a country.

Soon, the door of the meeting room opened again. This time, Andy came in with a steady old man.

“I’m Vernon Wasser, President of Sunrise Central Bank.”

Vernon’s eyes were bottomless under his white eyebrows. He was looking at Jasper quietly.

The disparity between the old and young man seemed so big.

However, Vernon had to admit that Jasper was great. Andy was defeated within half an hour, so he was forced
to come forward.

“Mr. Wasser, I’ve heard about you,” Jasper said.

Vernon waved his hand and did not continue with Jasper’s courteous words. Instead, he said, “I already know
your intention. I recognize that early repayment is not a breach of contract as long as sufficient interest is
paid.”

Jasper nodded and said nothing. He knew Vernon had not finished. Sure enough, after smiling slightly,
Vernon showed his cards.

“However, the Sunrise Central Bank’s vault has recently been undergoing some upgrades. According to the
rules, no one is allowed to enter the central bank’s vault during this special period, so Mr. Laine, if you want
to withdraw your gold, I’m afraid it may be difficult.”

Upon hearing this, Jasper sighed.

